Using a mechanism that can select the best features in a specific data set improves precision, efficiency and the adaptation capacity in a learning process and thus the resulting model as well. Normally, data sets contain more information than what is needed to generate a certain model. Due to this, many feature selection methods have been developed. Different evaluation functions and measures are applied and a selection of the best features is generated. This contribution proposes the use of individual feature evaluation methods as starting method for search based feature subset selection methods. An in-depth empirical study is carried out comparing traditional feature selection methods with the new started feature selection methods. The results show that the proposal is interesting as time gets reduced and classification accuracy gets improved.
INTRODUCTION
Inside the field of Pattern Recognition, the task of a classifier is to use a feature vector to assign an object to a category (Duda et al., 2000) . A supervised classification learning algorithm generates classifiers from a table of training vectors whose category is known. However, sometimes these vectors have more features than those really needed. Feature selection is a technique used in Machine Learning to choose a subset of the available features that allows us to obtain acceptable results, sometimes even better. This speeds up the learning process by using less features.
The process of feature selection in any classification problem is crucial since it allows us to eliminate those features that may mislead us (the so-called noise features), those features that do not provide much information (irrelevant features) or those that include repeated information (redundant characteristics). Theoretically, if we knew the complete statistical distribution, the more features used the better results would be obtained. However, in practical learning scenarios, it might be better to use a feature set (Kohavi and John, 1997) .
Sometimes, if we have a large number of initial features to analyze, the algorithms that are to carry out this process may have memory or time consumption problems or can even be turned inapplicable. The use of feature selection functions may improve intelligibility, the data acquisition costs and the manipulation of data. Due to all these advantages, feature selection has become a widely used technique in Data Mining. As a result of this, several methods have been developed (Liu and Yu, 2005) ; (Thangavel and Pethalakshmi, 2009 ); (Tang et al., 2014) . There are various applications of these methods, including, the prediction of electricity prices (Amjady and Daraeepour, 2009 ), classification of medical data (Polat and Günes, 2009) or detection of intrusive systems.
We can distinguish the different parts of feature selection using the modularization (Arauzo-Azofra et al., 2011) shown in figure 1 (Arauzo-Azofra et al., 2008) . Almost every feature selection method can be characterized through the evaluation method and the search strategy employed.
There are two main types of feature selection algorithms. One type is formed by those methods that are based on a search strategy in the search space of all possible feature sets together with a feature set evaluation measure, which are commonly named feature subset selection methods (to emphasize that they are working with sets). The other type is formed by the methods that evaluate all features individually and then apply some cutting criteria to decide which features are selected and which are not. On one hand, feature subset selection methods are supe- rior to those based on individual evaluation because, as they can consider inter-dependencies among features, they achieve better results. On the other hand, individual feature selection methods are much faster and easier to configure (Schiffner et al., 2016) . These are probably the reasons why they are so widely used.
Feature subset selection methods are slower because the search space is large (2 n , being n the number of features). For this reason, any improvement on the search can be profitable. Focusing on the selection of starting feature set module, the idea explored in this paper is the hybridization of both types of feature selection methods by using individual feature selection methods as a starting method for the search strategy of feature subset selection methods. With the hypothesis that these combined methods can perform faster -as they may avoid exploring some parts of the spaceand provide better features -by being focused on a more concrete area of the space-, we compare traditional methods and the ones implementing the starting strategy. This study help us to obtain conclusions about how suitable individual evaluation methods are to start feature subset selection methods. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, feature selection methods are described. Section 3 describes in detail the proposed selection of starting feature sets . Section 4 describes the empirical methodology proposed to compare feature selection methods. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 describe, respectively, the results and the conclusions obtained.
FEATURE SELECTION METHODS
The problem of feature selection may be seen as a searching problem in the potential set of available features set (Blum and Langley, 1997) (Kohavi, 1994) . The aim is to find a feature subset that allows us to improve a learning process in any way.
Feature Subset Selection Methods

Search Methods
The search strategy for feature sets can be carried out in different ways. In this contribution, several search strategies are selected to have a great variety. For the sequential search, the method Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) and Sequential Backward Selection (SBS) methods (Kohavi and John, 1997) are selected. The former starts from an empty set of features and it adds the feature that improve the selection the most, advancing towards the greatest valuation near in the search space. The later is the reverse because it conducts the search in the opposite direction.
Algorithm 1: SFS.
1: s 0 = {∅} Start with the empty set 2: loop:
Algorithm 2: SBS.
1: s 0 = f eatures Start with the full set of features 2: loop:
Select the worse selected feature 4: s k+1 = s k − x − ; k = k + 1 Update 5: goto loop.
In probabilistic search, we can see algorithms that follow some type of criterion that depends on some random component. For this study, we have chosen the search methods Las Vegas Filter (Liu and Yu, 2005) which is a filter probabilistic feature selection algorithm designed for monotonic evaluation measures. This method involves random scan sets with equal or lower number of features than the best one found so far. Las Vegas Wrapper (Liu and Yu, 2005) is similar but useful with non-monotonic measures as in the wrapper approach.
As a representation of the meta-heuristic algorithms, Simulated Annealing is used.
Measures of Feature Set Utility
Feature set measures are functions that, given a training data set (T ∈ , every possible training sets are called ) and a feature subset S ⊂ P(F) (P(F) denotes the powerset of F), return a valuation of the relevance of those features. 
In our case, we have used three feature set measures which are described as follows:
This measure uses an inconsistency rate that is computed by grouping all examples (patterns) with the same values in all of the selected features. For each group, assuming that the class with the largest number of examples is the correct class of each group, the number of examples with a different class is counted (these are the inconsistent examples) (Arauzo-Azofra et al., 2008) . The rate is computed dividing the sum of these counts by the number of examples in the data set, as seen in equation:
Inconsistency = Number of inconsistent examples Number of examples (2) In order to establish the relation between consistency and inconsistency and since each one is defined in the interval [0,1], we define the consistency as:
• Mutual information This measure is based on the theory of information by Shannon (Vergara and Estévez, 2015) . It is defined as the difference between the class entropy and the class entropy conditioned to know the evaluated feature set. The aim of the learning algorithm is to reduce the uncertainty about the value of the class. For this, the set of selected features S provides the amount of the information given by:
The ideal scenario would be to find the smallest set of features that fully determine C, this means I(C,S) = H(C), but it is not always possible.
• Wrapper approach measure It uses the learning algorithm to evaluate whether a data set is good. This measure uses a quality measure obtained from the solutions of the learning algorithm. One of the advantages of this measure is that the feature selection algorithm performs a feature evaluation in the real setting in which it will be applied and thus it takes into account the possible bias of the learning algorithm that is used.
Individual Feature Selection Methods
Measures of Individual Feature Utility
The description of the five individual measures considered is as follows:
• Mutual Information (info) measures the quantity of information that one feature gives about the class (Vergara and Estévez, 2015) .
• Gain Ratio (gain) is defined as the ratio between information gain and the entropy of the feature.
• Gini index (gini) can be seen as the probability of two instances randomly chosen having a different class. This measure is defined as follows:
• Relief-F (reli) is an extension of Relief (Kononenko, 1994) . It can handle discrete and continuous attributes, as well as null values. Despite evaluating individual features, Relief takes into account relation among features. This makes Relief-F to perform very well, becoming well known and very commonly used in feature selection.
• Relevance (rele) is a measure that discriminates between attributes on the basis of their potential value in the formation of decision rules (Demšar et al., 2013) .
Cutting Criteria
In this study, we have used two cutting criteria. The description of the two cutting methods chosen, follows.
• Fixed number (n) simply selects a given number of a features. Obviously, the selected features will be the ones with the greater evaluation.
• Fraction (p) selects a fraction, given as a percentage, of the total number of available feature.
SELECTION OF STARTING FEATURE SET
The proposal to test is the use of individual feature selection methods embedded in search based feature subset selection methods . These methods implement an evaluation function that analyzes all the features that represent the data set to be analyzed and afterwards, a number of them are selected according to the established criteria. These selected features will be used as the feature set to start the search. Figure 2 , shows an schema of how starting method works. As we can see, there are a set of initial features {a, b, c, d, e} to which an evaluation function of individual features is applied. Subsequently, the features that have exceeded the cutting criteria of the individual measure are selected to form the starting method, in our example the features would be {a, c, d}. With these features initially selected, the search method initiates the search process to find the best possible set of features.
Next, we will explain the process that each of the search methods with starting set perform, for this we will use a Hasse diagram where we represent the different movements performed by the algorithms in the search space. The difference between the classical and starting set methods is that the classical ones draw from an empty initial starting set and the one with In figure 3 , we use blue to represent the sets that are evaluated and selected as next; and we use green to represent evaluated sets. In this example, SFS start with a set of pre-selected features (the set containing features b and d) and ends up selecting features a, b, d, and e. Similarly, each of the search methods performs different assessments of the following sets of features, they choose one that meets the criteria established by the algorithm. These iterations are performed until the final set of features chosen by the algorithm are reached.
Therefore, we can deduce that the new beginning affects the reduction of time, as the number of assessments are reduced in the selection of features, and so the number of steps that the algorithm needs to get to the final result. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, we provide a detailed description of the experimental methodology followed.
Experimental Design
In the experiments performed in this study, the aim is to compare each presented classic feature subset selection method with its corresponding method started using individual feature selection. The dependent variables to evaluate the results of feature selection are:
• The accuracy rate of classification (Acc).
• The number of selected features (Nof ).
• The time spent in feature selection (FSTime).
In order to get a reliable estimate of these variables, every experiment has been performed using 10-fold cross-validation. For each experiment, we have taken the mean and standard deviation of the ten folds.
In these experiments, there are several factors:
1. Starting method, with sub-factor:
• Cutting criterion • Evaluation function of individual features 2. Feature subset selection method, with sub-factors:
• Search method • Evaluation function of a set of features 3. Learning algorithm that generates the classifier.
Classification problem represented in a data set (Data set).
The design of the global experiment is complete, in order to subsequently be able to study the interactions of all factors, alone or together. This means that all the possible combinations among the factors are tested. However, there are some exceptions with the Wrapper measure. It has not been tested with the larger data sets (taking the size as the product of the number of features by the number of examples): Adult, Anneal, Audiology, Car, Ionosphere, led24, Mushrooms, Soybean, Splice, Vehicle, Wdbc, Yeast, and Yeast-class-RPR.
Data Sets
In order to include a wide range of classification problems, the following publicly available repositories were explored seeking for representative problems with diverse properties (discrete and continuous data, different number of classes, features, examples, and unknown values): UCI (Newman and Merz, 1998) and Orange (Demšar et al., 2013) . Finally, 36 data sets were chosen. They are listed along with their main properties in Table 1: • Data set column show the name by which data sets are known.
• Ex. is the number of examples (tuples) in the data set.
• Feat. is the number of features.
• Type of features: Discr. (all are discrete), Cont.
(all are continuous) or Mixed (both types).
• Cl. is the number of classes. 
Classifiers
In order to estimate the quality of the feature selection process executed by each method, the experiments are performed in a full learning environment for classification problems. A set of well known methods have been considered. These methods have been chosen to cover each category the most used methods belong to. They are: Naive Bayes (NBayes), a simple probabilistic classifier; the K Nearest Neighbor (kNN), an algorithm based on the assumption that closer examples belong to the same class; C4.5 (C45), a decision tree based classification ; Multi-Layer Perceptron (ANN), an artificial neural network; and Support Vector Machine (SVM), a set of supervised learning algorithms developed by Vladimir Vapnik.
Development and Running Environment
The feature selection methods have been programmed in Python. The software used for learning methods has been Orange (Demšar et al., 2013) componentbased data mining software, except for artificial neural networks, where SNNS (U. of Stuttgart,1995) was used, integrated in Orange with OrangeSNNS package.
Experiments have run on a cluster of 8 nodes with "Intel Xeon E5420 CPU 2.50GHz" processor and 2 nodes with 'Intel Xeon E5630 CPU 2.53GHz", under Ubuntu 16.04 GNU/Linux operating system.
Parameters and Data Transformations
All evaluation functions are parameter free except Relief-F. For this measure, the number of neighbors to search was set to 6, and the number of instances to sample was set to 100. Some of the learning algorithms require parameter fitting. In the case of kNN, k was set to 15 after testing that this value worked reasonably well on all data sets used. The multi-layer perceptron used have one layer trained during 250 cycles with a propagation value of 0.1. For SVM we used Orange.SVMLearnerEasy method to fit parameters to each case automatically.
Besides, consistency and information measures require discrete valued features. For this reason, after some preliminary tests with equal frequency and equal width discretization methods, we have chosen the later with six intervals. This is only applied for feature selection. Then learning algorithms get the features with the original data.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the results according to the following scheme:
• Obtain the best individual measure and cutting criterion to start each search method.
• The results comparing the classical methods and the started methods.
Starting Method Set Up
The starting method have two parts:
• The initial evaluation function of individual features.
• The cutting criterion. To carry out a selection of the chosen parameters, we have taken into account the best results obtained in (Arauzo-Azofra et al., 2011) . The parameters tested in each of the cutting criteria are as follows:
-Fixed number (denoted as n-n) n ∈ {9, 13, 17} -Fraction (denoted as p-p) p ∈ 0.2, 0.5, 0.8}
As we have five individual measures and six cutting criterion possibilities, we have a total of thirty options. Table 2 shows the best performing starting method for each feature selection methodaccording to its classification accuracy in the average ranking among all data sets. As this has been done on a varied set of data sets, we can recommend its use on similar problems. 
Comparisons Between Classical Methods and Started Methods
Now, a series of comparisons between the classical methods and the started ones will be conducted. We draw from five classifiers (ANN, C4.5., KNN, NBayes and SVM) and three set measures (Inconsistent examples, Mutual Information and Wrapper). Therefore, we will have a total of fifteen possible scenarios to evaluate the success percentage, the number of features and the feature selection time. In the tables 3, 4, 5, 6 y 7, show the results of Wilcoxon test confronting classic versus started search methods applied with each combination of the three measures and the five classifiers previously shown. The tables indicate whether it is better the classic method or the method with a starting set reflected in the Best column. On the other hand, they indicate if the starting method significantly improves the classical method, with a √ (p-value < 0.10), or if it does not improve significantly with -(p-value > On every case in which classic perform better, the difference is not significant. After analyzing the results, we can say that, generally, starting methods improve their counterparts in the average ranking of both, the classification accuracy and the time spent in the feature selection. However, as an aside comment, we should say that this does not happen with the number of the selected features, where the starting methods do not always beat their classical counterparts.
CONCLUSIONS
This contribution has structured and proposed the use of individual feature selection methods as the starting method for the search involved in feature subset selection methods. It has been systematically tested over several well known feature selection methods on 36 classification problems and evaluated with five learning algorithms.
After the evaluation, we can conclude that the accuracy achieved has improved or maintained in most of the experiments carried out, while computing time spent on feature selection reduces when using the starting methods. In contrast, the results on the re-duction of the number of features selected are mixed, when using Inconsistent Examples the number of features seems to grow using started methods while when using the Wrapper and Mutual Information measures, the largest reduction of selected features is often carried out by some started search methods.
As future work, we hope that this contribution will open new opportunities for researching improvements on many feature selection methods and that being on a systematized way that may lead to many different proposals but in a well organized development frame.
